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Christmas 2011 - Birth of a New Tradition
As the holidays approach, giant
Asian factories are kicking into
high gear to provide us with monstrous piles of cheap goods, produced at the expense of Canadian
jobs. This year can be different.
This year we can give the gift of
genuine concern for others. There
is no longer the excuse that nothing can be found that is produced
by Canadian hands. There’s plenty
- so think outside the box!
Everyone gets their hair cut, so
how about gift certificates from a
local hair salon or barber shop?
Gym memberships are appropriate
for anyone thinking about health
improvement. And who wouldn’t
appreciate getting their car detailed? Small, local owned detail
shops and car washes would love
to sell you gift certificates.
Thinking about a heartfelt gift
for mom? How about the services
of a local cleaning lady for a day.
And there are lots of local restau-

rants offering gift
certificates that
would be appreciated by many.
Does someone on your list
want to learn how
to ride a horse,
play the piano,
learn a language?
Think lessons.
OK, you were
looking for something more personal. Local crafts people spin
their own wool and knit it into
scarves. They make jewelry, paintings, photographs, stained glass,
pottery and so much more.
Planning a holiday dinner?
How about going to a local restaurant with the family. It would be
great to leave the cooking to others
so everyone can have a relaxing
time.
Christmas should be about caring about each other and encourag-

ing Canadian small businesses to
keep plugging away to follow their
dreams. And when we care about
others, we care about our communities, and the benefits come back
to us in ways we couldn’t imagine.
So, donate to your church or charity, feed the homeless, or start any
other tradition of giving during
Christmas, but let’s try to keep it
going throughout the entire year.
Written by Carolyn Martin, originally
published in GeorgetownOn Magazine.

Buy Nothing Day + Buy Nothing Christmas
Dreading the
holiday season?
The frantic rush
and stress? The to
do lists and sales
hype? The spiritless hours trapped
in malls?
Adbusters says: This
year, why not gather
together your loved ones and decide to do things differently? With the simplest of plans you can create a new
rhythm, purpose and meaning for the holidays. Why not
take the spirit of Buy Nothing Day and morph it into Buy
Nothing Christmas?

Buy Nothing Day is an international day of protest against
consumerism - “a day for society to examine the issue of
over-consumption.” It was founded by Vancouver artist
Ted Dave and has subsequently been promoted by Adbusters magazine. This year it was on November 25.
Adbusters says that behind our financial crisis a much
more ominous crisis looms: we are running out of nature fish, forests, fresh water, minerals, soil. What will we do
when supplies run low? With catastrophic climate change
looming, we, the rich one billion people on the planet,
have to consume less! And if that’s too extreme for
grandma and the kids, try for a Buy Less Christmas. And
maybe a buy local, buy fairer, buy indie Christmas. Whatever you decide, ’tis the season to reclaim our year-end
celebrations and make them our own again. (adbusters.org)
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President’s Message

Publisher:

sumer issues. A gracious thank you
to each of you from the Board of
Directors and the staff of our organization.
As this is the final edition for
2011, we would like to wish everyone a happy holiday season. We
hope that as consumers you will
exercise sound consumer practices
during the holidays and throughout
the coming year.
Feel free to contact our office
via telephone or e-mail, or visit our
site should you have any questions
or concerns or if you just want to
say “hi” and share some comments. We love hearing from you.
From the Board and staff of
CASK, I would like to wish all
consumers in Saskatchewan a
wonderful holiday season and a
prosperous and healthy upcoming
New Year!
Audrey Findlay
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In past editions of SaskWatch, I
have had the pleasure, as President,
to thank individuals who have
made a substantial difference to the
Consumer Association of Saskatchewan, and this publication is
no different. At this time I would
like to take the opportunity to
thank the many individuals in our
communities who have made donations to CASK. Your financial assistance has helped support our
endeavours to provide the public
with support and education on con-

Passports - Don’t Get Swindled
There are private-sector websites
that offer “assistance” to Canadian
citizens who want to apply for a
passport. They claim they can speed
up the process for additional fees.
Passport Canada says they have no
association with these websites and
that:
• No intermediary can speed up processing your passport application.
• The fees for processing your application are posted on Passport
Canada’s website.
• You can get information on the
Canadian passport free of charge
by contacting them or consulting
their website.
• You can obtain application forms
free of charge on their website or
in person at any of their service
locations.

•

•

Only Passport Canada regional offices, Service Canada Centres, selected Canada Post counters, and
Government of Canada offices
abroad are authorized to collect
passport processing fees.
More information: 1.800.567-6868.
Web: http://www.ppt.gc.ca
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Fire Safety Tips for the Holiday Season
for broken or cracked sockets,
With the holiday season quickly Christmas Trees
frayed or bare wires, or loose
approaching, there comes a need to • When purchasing a real tree,
connections, and throw out damcheck for freshness by tapping it
take safety precautions around the
aged sets.
home. Whether it is ensuring that
on the ground. Dropping needles
indicate a dry, highly flammable • Do not use electric lights on methe Christmas tree is properly watallic trees. A faulty system could
tered, hanging fire-safe ornaments,
tree. Needles should be hard to
or not overloading electrical outpull from branches.
energize the tree and shock or
electrocute anyone coming into
lets, there are a number of steps • Place your tree away from fireplaces and radiators. Also, heated
Canadians can take to avoid a holicontact.
rooms dry out fresh trees, so be • Turn off all lights when you go
day disaster.
sure to keep the stand filled with
to bed or leave the house.
The Canada Safety Council
offers some tips to make sure that
water by topping it up daily.
• Don’t overload electrical outlets,
and never string more than three
your holiday season is one that is • When purchasing an artificial
tree, make sure it’s ‘fire resissets of lights per single extension
safe and happy.
tant.’ Although this label does
cord.
not mean the tree won’t catch
Kitchen
fire, the tree will resist burning
• Never leave your cooking unatand should extinguish quickly.
tended.
• Avoid wearing loose clothing
Decorations
• Choose decorations that are firewhile cooking.
resistant, non-combustible and • Make sure items that can catch
non-conductive.
fire, such as paper towels, are
• Avoid using tinsel together with
kept away from the stove.
spray-on snowflakes. This com- • Use a timer to remind you that
bination is highly combustible.
the stove or oven is on.
• Do not use metallic ornaments • In case of a fire, never turn on
on the tree. If they make contact
the overhead fan – this could
Smoke Alarms
A very important holiday tip that
with defective wiring they could
spread the fire.
become a shock hazard.
• If a fire starts and can’t be
should be followed all year long is
quickly put out, leave your home
to make sure that smoke alarms are
Lights
working and that there is one on
and immediately call the fire de• Use CSA approved lights. Place
every level of the house. Single
partment from a safe location.
indoor and outdoor lights in their
level homes and apartments should
respective environments.
More safety tips at:
have smoke alarms near the
• New or old, check light strings www.canadiansafetycouncil.org
kitchen and in all sleeping areas.
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A New Vision of Aging in Canada

Highway Hotline

CARP is a national, non-partisan, non-profit, member
organization committed to a ‘New Vision of Aging
for Canada’ promoting social change that will bring
financial security, equitable access to health care and
freedom from discrimination. Its mandate is to promote and protect the interests, rights and quality of
life for Canadians as they age. CARP also provides a
wide range of unique benefits, products and services
to its members. These benefits include the CARP web
site at www.carp.ca, Zoomer Magazine, and the
CARP Action Online e-newsletter. For additional information, phone toll free: 1-888-363-2279 or email:
support@carp.ca.

Weather conditions can change rapidly in Saskatchewan. Always check for current driving conditions or
construction activities before you head out
(highways.gov.sk.ca/road-conditions) or call the
Highway Hotline:
Saskatoon and area: 1.306.933-8333
Regina and area: 1.306.787-7623
SaskTel cell network: *ROAD
Toll-free across Canada: 1.888.335-7623
Handheld devices:
http://roadinfo.telenium.ca/mobile.html.

Beware of Melamine Tableware
Melamine is used in many homes because it’s shatter
resistant, heat resistant and dishwasher safe, but it
poses a health risk if not used properly. The reason is
because the two main substances used to make the
dishware are melamine and formaldehyde. It should
never be microwaved or exposed to temperatures over
70°C (158°F) as heat breaks down the material and
alarming amounts of harmful melamine and formaldehyde can be released into the food which becomes
quickly contaminated even after short contact times.
Moreover, the volatile formaldehyde is also released
into the room air and it’s a carcinogenic, especially if
absorbed through the air. Melamine dishes that have
significant cracks or chips should also be avoided.
(Source: BfR (Hrsg.) Stellungnahme Nr. 012/2011 &
www.ehow.com/facts)

Canadian Toy Testing Council
(CTTC) Top Toys & Books for 2011
As the leading authority in toy testing since 1952, the
CTTC objectively evaluates from 300 to 500 new and
innovative toys and books and shares the results with
the public so that they can make smart purchase decisions. Their stringent criteria takes into account design, function, battery consumption, durability, safety
and play value. Through the Council’s Literacy Program, children read and evaluate a wide array of Canadian children’s books in an effort to promote and
support a love of reading. To see CTTC’s top picks
for 2011, go to their website at: toy-testing.org.

Showers Add Up
Did you know that if four people in a family each
shower daily for 5 minutes, in one week they would
use 700 gallons of water. That’s enough water for a
person to live off of for three years. With a family of
four, each taking 5 minute showers with a low-flow
showerhead, it can save at least 14,000 gallons of water a year. If 100,000 families installed low-flow
showerheads, we would save 1.4 billion gallons of
water every single year.

We Have a Winner!
Consumer Association of Saskatchewan had a booth
at Spotlight on Seniors in October. It was a great
event. All the people who stopped by our display
picked up some literature and had a chat. Listening to
their insights and comments is always valuable. The
winner of our draw - a one year subscription to
SaskWatch - was Dolores Caithcart. She said she is
familiar with SaskWatch from picking up copies at
the library and thinks it is an excellent newsletter.
Congratulations Dolores.

Brain Study
If you can read this you have a strong mind:
7H15 M3554G3 53RV35 7O PR0V3 H0W 0UR
M1ND5 C4N D0 4M4Z1NG 7H1NG5!
1MPR3551V3 7H1NG5! 1N 7H3 B3G1NN1NG 17
WA5 H4RD, BU7 N0W, 0N 7H15 LIN3,Y0UR
M1ND 1S R34D1NG 17 4U70M471C4LLY W17H
0U7 3V3N 7H1NK1NG 4B0U7 17. B3 PROUD!
0NLY C3R741N P30PL3 C4N R3AD 7H15.
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Health Services Card Online

Passport Canada

Canadian citizens and permanent residents moving to
Saskatchewan from other provinces or territories will
now be able to apply online for a Saskatchewan
Health Services Card. It is a convenient way to register for a health card and is designed to easily guide
the applicant through the registration process. Saskatchewan is the first province in Canada to implement
an integrated online health card application service.
The ministry intends to expand this service in the
near future to other categories of new Saskatchewan
residents including those arriving from other countries. The health card online application can be accessed through the Ministry of Health website at:
www.health.gov.sk.ca. For more information on
health cards and health benefits, visit their website or
phone: 306.787-4083.

Question: Is my passport required to be valid for at
least 6 months prior to the date of entry into the country I wish to visit?
Answer: All countries have special entry requirements. Since these requirements are subject to
change, you should consult the Government of Canada office abroad of the country you intend to visit.
Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada
website (www.voyage.gc.ca/index-eng.asp) provides
general information on most countries, as well as information on entry requirements.

Canada’s Homicide Rate
Drops to a 45-Year Low
This reduction is partly due to a decline in crime in
Western Canada, along with a decreased number of
offenses being committed with rifles and shotguns.
The provinces that showed the most significant drops
were B.C. (35 fewer homicides) and Alberta (18
fewer). Canada now registers a homicide rate of 1.62
per 100,000 people, the lowest level it’s been since
1966, according to Stats Canada.

HealthLine: 1.877.800-0002
HealthLine is a free, confidential, 24-hour health advice telephone line, staffed by Registered Nurses,
Registered Psychiatric Nurses and Social Workers.
These professionals are experienced and specially
trained to help you make decisions about your health
care options - whether to treat your own symptoms,
go to a clinic, see your primary health care provider,
or access emergency medical care. Services are offered in English, with translation available in over
100 languages. TTY access for the hearing impaired
is available at 1.888.425-4444. You can also visit:
www.healthlineonline.ca which provides medically
approved health information online.
HealthLine is not for emergency situations.
If you have a medical emergency, call 911.

www.passportcanada.gc.ca

10 Billion Plastic Bags Every Year!
Canadians use 10 billion plastic bags every year and
it’s easy to reduce that number. Take reusable grocery bags, or previously used plastic bags, with you
to the store. Another alternative is to use cardboard
boxes (which can be used many times over) or take a
big laundry basket to carry your groceries in. It’s
really not that difficult to stop using, or at least reduce, the number of plastic bags you use.

Did You Know ...
•

•
•
•
•

•

If you have a lot of stamps to lick, cut a potato in
half and the exposed surface is perfect to moisten
them.
It takes an average of seven years for a Christmas
tree to reach six feet tall.
As many as 30 million live Christmas trees are sold
every year in the United States.
More than 80% of artificial trees are made in China.
The tradition of kissing under the mistletoe dates
back to the Middle Ages. The custom held that for
each kiss under the mistletoe, one berry should be
removed from the mistletoe branch. Once all the
berries were removed, no more kissing was allowed. Couples today dispense with the berry removal tradition.
The tradition of sending Christmas cards began during the Victorian period. A British artist named
John Horsely was commissioned by the British
Postal Service to design the first-ever Christmas
card. His illustrated card featured an inscription
very familiar today: A Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year to You.
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eBook Scams Flourish
Along With eBook Sales
According to the American Association of Publishers,
the growth of the e-Book industry over the past year is
astounding and their sales have surpassed those of their
printed counterparts. As e-Books continue to rise in
popularity, there’s a new growing menace - something
becoming known as eBook fraud. Spammers, con artists and thieves are using eBook scams to sell useless
information or to steal copyrighted material from genuine writers.

How to Buy a Used Car
•
•

•

•

Here are some scams to watch out for:
•

•
•
•

eBooks filled with useless and often badly written
information sold for a couple of dollars. The real
catch? Malware is sometimes attached in order to
obtain your credit card information.
A single book that is given various editorial spins
and sold under different titles or authors’ names.
Material that is plagiarized from websites and blogs
and then packaged into an eBook and sold.
Writing competitions with the winner having his or
her work published digitally. Although the cost to
publish digitally is minimal, contests often include
substantial entry fees.

•
•
•

Decide what you are looking to buy based on your
individual needs;
Do the research, compare products and narrow
down your search. Use online classified websites
to facilitate your search (e.g. Kijiji and Auto
Trader);
Request a Vehicle History Report (e.g. CarProof,
CARFAX, AutoCheck). If the seller does not provide a report, ask the seller to sign the Seller’s Release form;
Once you’ve narrowed your selection down, if
geographically possible, take the vehicle for a test
drive;
Have a mechanical inspection performed by a
licensed mechanic;
Negotiate price, finance rates and warranty (if
any);
Sign on the dotted line and enjoy knowing that
you’ve made an informed decision.

To steer clear of eBook scams
the Better Business Bureau offers these tips:
•

•

•

•

•

Stick with authors you already know or those who
have an established reputation. If you decide to buy
from an unfamiliar author, see if you can download a
free sample (Amazon lets you do this) first to test the
quality.
Don’t be taken in by great reviews that accompany
cheap eBooks. They may be genuine or the reviewers
may have been paid to produce them.
Do a search on the book name or author to see what
other people say or how many other books they supposedly have written.
Don’t click on links inside an eBook unless it is by
an established, reputable author. Even then, it’s advisable to visit their websites via your Internet
browser rather than using the link.
If you believe you’ve been scammed, seek a refund.
You should also register your complaint with the
seller’s customer service department.
(Source: bbb.org.msnbc.com & scambusters.org)

Beware of Curbsiders
The term curbsider is well known to those in the
automotive industry and government, but what does
it mean to consumers? Curbsiders are imposters who
pose as private individuals, but are actually in the
business of selling stolen, rebuilt or odometertampered vehicles. These fraud artists sell damaged
or defective cars to unsuspecting consumers.
If you buy from a curbsider, you could be buying
a vehicle that has been stolen or damaged and you
have nowhere to turn if things go wrong. Don’t take
any risks. Insist that the private seller provide you
with an official Used Vehicle Information Package,
which tells you the history of the car’s ownership.
Don’t sign the deal without it. If the seller refuses to
provide it, walk away from the deal.
(from: carproof.com; carfax.com; ucda.ca; omvic.on.ca)
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Mature Drivers Must Keep Skills Sharp
Driving
these days
can be a
daunting
challenge
for anyone,
especially
for those
who face
the realities
of aging. Over the years, road fatalities have dropped
significantly in all age groups except with drivers 65
and over. Based on kilometres driven, these drivers
have more collisions than any other age group. Some
of the age-related challenges drivers face include reduced vision (especially at night), slower reflexes,
and a decrease in depth perception. Many seniors also
take medication for various aliments, some of which
can affect their ability to drive.
While tragic stories of traffic collisions involving
seniors sometimes have people calling for agespecific limits on drivers’ licences, a more realistic
and practical solution lies in improving driver educa-

tion and driver fitness. The Canada Safety Council’s
55 Alive driver refresher course helps mature drivers
sharpen and update their skills, giving them tools to
help stay safe on the road.
While independence is important to us all, we
must face the fact that someday we will no longer be
able to drive. As many baby-boomers watch their parents deal with aging, some difficult questions arise:
How do I know when mom and dad can’t drive anymore? How do I tell them? “The 55 Alive course can
be a good way for families to bring up this sensitive
subject with mature drivers,” says Jack Smith, president of the Canada Safety Council. “Part of the
course helps them prepare for the day they can’t
drive anymore by helping them learn to make alternative transportation arrangements and adjust to the
change in lifestyle.” He says aging brings new physical and mental challenges for drivers and recognizing
these challenges, and learning how to compensate for
them, is key.
For more info on 55 Alive, contact:
Saskatchewan Safety Council at: 306.757-3197
Email: ssc@sasksafety.org; Web: sasksafety.org/

Snow Shovelling? Avoid the Strain
One of the more common causes of wrong body mechanics can put unback injuries during the winter due stress on the lower back and
months is snow removal. Using the lead to a painful muscle strain, or
possibly more serious back injuries.
The following tips from the Canadian Chiropractic Association can
help avoid low back injuries during
the snowy winter season.

GET SET
Cold, tight muscles are more prone
to injury than warmed up, flexible
ones so warm up with a brisk walk
(or marching in place) before you
start. Follow with gentle stretches
for the back, arms, shoulders and
legs.

GET READY
An ergonomic snow shovel can help
take some of the effort out of snow
removal. A shovel with a curved
handle or an adjustable handle
length will minimize painful bending, requiring you to bend your
knees only slightly and arch your
back very slightly while keeping the
shovel blade on the ground. Or buy
a lightweight, push-style shovel with
a small blade so you lift less. Spray
the blade with a silicone lubricant so
the snow slides off easily.

GO!
Shoveling small amounts of snow
frequently is less strenuous than
shoveling a large pile at once.
Whenever possible, push the snow
to one side rather than lifting it.
When gripping the shovel, keep
your hands about 12 inches apart to
provide greater stability and minimize injury. Keep your back straight
and use your legs and arms and
make sure to wear footwear with
good treads to minimize injuries
from slipping.
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Avoid Overspending this Holiday Season
The media has made us all aware
of the debt crisis and enormous
financial woes throughout the
world. As Canadians, we are being
warned not to feel smug or complacent, but to heed the warning
signs of financial crisis. There are
numerous articles and books available advising us on how to avoid
debt and, if already in debt, how to
dig ourselves out of that situation.
The obvious and most sage advice
is not to get into a debt crisis in the
first place.
It seems the holiday season is
one of the most difficult times to
practice this advice. Why is that?
Certainly the hype produced by the
marketing industry to buy, buy,
buy is all powerful – and let’s not
forget the tempting notion that we
can buy now and pay later that fur-

ther entices us to spend, spend,
spend. And then the holidays are
gone; the bitter cold sets in; and
the bills arrive with all the hardships that often come with them.
Statistics show that in North
America people spend as much as
$600 to several thousand dollars

on holiday purchases AND they
also spend up to six months or
more to chip away at their credit
card bills with those very high interest rates.
There is nothing new in these
statistics or in the solution to avoid
these financial difficulties. The
advice is: “Before you buy something, ask yourself if you can afford it.” Also ask yourself if the
other person really needs it! Consider alternate areas of gift giving
that express your love, respect and
joy of the holiday season. Keep in
mind that marketers and businesses
are in the business of selling – it is
up to you as a consumer to determine whether or not you need to
buy. That decision lies with you
alone … so be a savvy consumer.
by Audrey Findlay

Story of Stuff www.storyofstuff.com
Watch the Story of Stuff before gearing up for all your Christmas shopping. It’s a 20-minute, fast-paced, fact-filled look at the underside of
our production and consumption patterns. The Story of Stuff exposes the
connections between a huge number of environmental and social issues
and calls us together to create a more sustainable and just world. It’ll
teach you something, it’ll make you laugh, and it just may change the
way you look at all the stuff in your life forever.

Membership / Subscription
( )
( )
( )

I'd like a one-year CASK membership (includes a one-year subscription to SaskWatch)
I'd like a one-year subscription to SaskWatch (4 issues)
I'd like to make a donation of $ _______
Total enclosed: (make cheques payable to Consumer Association of Saskatchewan)

$ 25.00
$ 10.00
$ _____
$ _____

Name: ________________________________ Street: _________________________ City: ________________
Code: __________ Phone: ______________________ Email: _______________________________________

Renewal Notice:
Your membership expiry date
is on the top of your address label.

Making a donation to CASK will help us
continue to lobby for fairness in the marketplace
and improve the quality of life for consumers

